
Sketch

Collaborate

Eliminate hours of manual measuring and sketching 
properties with our turnkey TruePlan® service. With one 
click of a button, you can generate an accurate sketch, 
speed up the estimate process by an average of four 
times, and shorten the insurance claims cycle.

Sharing 3D models with adjusters, insurance carriers, and 
policyholders to process claims and resolve questions from 
a single source of truth increases transparency, accuracy, 
and efficiency. Save time by eliminating the need for ad hoc 
photo requests and manual measuring due to incomplete 
information with a complete digital twin of every loss.

www.matterport.com

Discover Matterport’s digital twin technology—the comprehensive way to streamline your restoration 
and claims processes by helping you save time, cut costs, and complete jobs faster.

Digital twins provide accurate, easy-to-use documentation that can serve as a single source of truth, 
reducing potential disputes and enabling more rapid claims approvals from insurance carriers.

The Matterport Advantage

Matterport for Insurance Restoration

Estimate

Experience

Enable remote estimation to reduce travel time, increase 
efficiency, and reduce estimation times with thorough 
and accurate digital twin documentation. With remote 
estimation, insurance estimators can produce estimates 
in times of emergency when they can’t physically be at 
the property due to safety risks.

By capturing a digital twin of a claim at the onset, you 
can refute false breakage claims and improve the 
quality of your team’s repairs. With remote site 
management and more effective work-in-process 
meetings, improving the quality of repairs and 
increasing customer satisfaction go hand in hand.

https://matterport.com


www.matterport.com

Impress property managers, insurance agents, and adjusters with photo-realistic 3D documentation. 
Nothing sells your business better than the gold standard of accuracy in claims.


With Matterport, there is no longer a need for hundreds of photographs, manual measurements, 
repeat site visits, and written statements.

 Reduce site visits by up to 40 percent

 Generate estimates 50 percent faster

 Reduce carrier claims settlement time by 
up to 37 percent

 Produce property sketches up to 75 
percent faster with Matterport TruePlan® 
for Xactimate®.

With centralized estimating and digital twins of 
property losses, we are cutting the time from when 
the information is available to when the estimate is 
sent to the approving party in half.

Eric Blaser, Vice President of 
Estimating at Paul Davis

“

Smartphone Capture +

Axis Motor Mount

Overview Ideal for small spaces 
and for organizations 
with distributed 
locations

 Easy, affordable  
DIY tool

 Works for iPhone 
& Android phones.

Ideal for small and 
medium spaces

 Semi-pro cameras

 Portable and 
lightweight.

Ideal for most indoor 
spaces and limited 
outdoor spaces

 Professional 3D 
camera

 Ultra-high 
resolution.

Ideal for large, indoor 
and outdoor spaces

 Our newest, 
fastest lidar 
camera

 Extended range 
of 20m.
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